
The Mexican Riviera according to the First Mate: Puerto Vallarta to Mazatlan 

The next leg is from Puerto Vallarta to Mazatlan, with overnights scheduled for San Blas and Isla Isabella. Once 
the weatherman gave the OK, we headed out of Paradise Marina, rounded Punta Mita without a thought of 
stopping there, and headed up the coast towards San Blas. By mid-afternoon, we were entering Matanchen Bay, a 
large open roadsted which is protected from the northwest by a point of land forming the southern end of the 
entrance to San Blas proper. The little town of San Blas is on an estuary. If you recall from our trip down, we 
went aground trying to approach the named anchorage inside the estuary. This time we did not bother with the 
river entrance, but instead dropped our hook in calm waters of Matanchen Bay. We did not have the dinghy 
pumped up so had a simple dinner onboard. As we listened to the VHF, we heard the familiar voice of Norm, of 
Jama (station name). Norm "watches over" the cruisers in his neck of the woods. He was talking with the vessel 
Cloud 9, a Brit who said he tried to enter the channel and went aground in the process. Norm whined that all was 
needed was for Cloud 9 to call Norm for help, and Norm would see to it that the guests got safely anchored inside. 
He convinced Cloud 9 to make a second attempt, with Norm in a dinghy guiding the way. I bet Ed a cold beer in 
Mazatlan that Cloud 9 would be back outside, anchored near us before we went to bed. 

It didn't take more than 10 minutes. Cloud 9 was convinced to follow Norm, and he in turn was closely followed 
by a second boat, Restless. If you remember the USNavy debacle at Honda, you know what is coming. Cloud 9 
went aground almost immediately in the soft mud, then 3 more times as he tried to turn around and head for 
deeper water. Fortunately Restless was far enough behind him that he was able to keep out of the way, and it was 
even more fortunate that Cloud 9 was able to pass Restless in the narrow channel without grounding yet a fifth 
time. In short order they were both back in Matanchen Bay setting hooks near us. Norm, meanwhile, was 
moaning on the radio about how he did not understand it, just that morning he had brought in a much larger vessel 
who had 14 feet under his keel as he entered. He must have whined for 10 minutes before signing off. We assess 
that while he purports to help the cruiser, he is there for his own amusement. He does not own a boat, not even a 
dinghy, and seems to be more interested in collecting data on boats in the anchorage so that he can report their 
presence to the Port Captain. These days the Port Captain no longer earns revenue by "entering" ships into the 
port. But the behavior is a holdover from earlier times. There has been an ongoing volley in the pages of Latitude 
38/Electronic Latitude about Norm. I think back to his November statements of how Mal de Mer "was spreading a 
nasty rumor" about groundings in the channel, there is absolutely no problem entering San Blas. (This after we 
went aground turning from the main channel toward the marked anchorage area) Now he says there is a nasty 
rumor, he has been mis-quoted as saying there is no problem, there certainly is a problem but not if he is there to 
do the guidework. Thanks, Norm. We stay in Matanchen Bay instead. 

The next morning we listened to Don's weather at 7:15 local time, then pulled the anchor and headed out over 
glassy seas. I snapped this photo of the buoy, the only thing of interest that morning. 

              
 
We heard Norm at 7:45 asking if there were any boats in the anchorage who needed any help. Restless responded 
that they were ready to enter the harbor (now that the tide was higher). At Norm's urging they tried to contact 



Cloud 9 but later told Norm that Cloud 9 declined to come. The Brit was smarter than the Yank. Don's weather 
said that it would blow in two days, but not today. We motored toward Isla Isabela, and the most we saw was 12 
kts. Of course it was on the nose. 

About 10-15 miles out, I heard something, a sort of noise. It at first seemed to be an engine noise, sort of like 
when the clutch used to slip on my old Volvo going up the hill. I said "The ENGINE!" and tried to lean back 
toward the binnacle to see what the instruments said. Ed heard nothing out of the ordinary. I listened some more. 
It seemed to be on-again, off-again. My heart was pounding by this time. We have been surrounded by people 
with various mechanical failures. I know that Ed has done everything he could to insure we don't have a failure, 
but of course there are some things which preventive maintenance simply cannot prevent. Perhaps this was 
something around the prop. It started all of a sudden, but it was then intermittent. I went below and listened to the 
engine, which was purring just like always and there was absolutely nothing out of the ordinary below. I had the 
sailing awning up to give us some shade, and maybe 7 miles out I took it down so that it would not be in the way 
of things. After that, I heard the noise no more. Could it have been some bit of the awning or it's rigging which 
was vibrating in the wind? If it was the right frequency, it could sound like the engine. Ed said later that there is 
only a hydraulic transmission, so it cannot slip the way a mechanical one can. Therefore it could not have been 
the transmission. Perhaps tomorrow I'll put up the awning again, but if we don't have 12 kts on the nose, it may 
not sound the same. Also it could have been something around the prop, like the kelp we used to get which would 
hammer on the hull like a tether ball being dragged along under the boat. If we are next door to a diver down at 
Mazatlan, I will see if I can get the guy to check the prop for bits of line or fishing filament. Then again, the noise 
stopped, so maybe the flotsam came off the prop or rudder. Let's hope so. Ashes came out to stay near us, climbed 
on my float coat hanging on the main winch, and generally acted like a good girl who wanted to be near us. 

 



               

It was getting cold and nasty by the time we pulled into the east anchorage of Isla Isabela. Last time we were here 
it was warm and sunny. This time it was cold and windy (although < 15 kts) and there were whitecaps outside the 
anchorage until well into twilight. I guess it was just the wind and swell angle that made it uncomfortable, as the 
size of both in absolute terms was nothing that should bother us by now. I convinced Ed to try setting the GPS to 
alarm if our position changed by some small increment, in order to identify a slipping anchor before we got into 
more trouble. Our sister ship Flame reported they used that technique extensively and it helped them sleep at 
night. Ed had to mess with it a bit, and ended setting the alarm distance at 100 feet instead of the 50 we expected 
to use. Fifty caused too many false alarms, as we were captive to gusty winds off the island and Los Munos, the 
small rocky islets just upwind of us, along with strange currents which buffeted us about. But 100 worked well 
and we slept with less worry. Ed has trouble hearing the alarm, but I don't and we simply kept it where I could 
easily hear it. We had a light dinner and went to bed early in anticipation of a 3 a.m. start next morning. 



                    

The day's passage provided a few lessons. For one, I took more seasick meds and was able to do light reading, 
specifically my vocabulary list of Cindy's troublesome Spanish Words. I was still taking Benedryl after a beesting 
coming around Punta Mita, so I was well drugged. But I only slept one nap each day, so the overall effect was 
tolerable. Ed noted that I had managed to find the only bee we had seen on the whole leg; the little bastard flew up 
the sleeve of my bright yellow foulie top and couldn't get out, so I guess he stung me in desperation. I felt a jab on 
the forearm and pulled up my sleeve just in time to see him fly/jump onto the cockpit cushion, dragging body 
parts behind him. I pulled out the stinger, and he flew overboard just before I could smash him with my shoe. I 
didn't want Ashes to find a new, live toy, even if it was defused. And although the Benedryl was dated 2001, it 
still did the job and kept the sting site to a two-inch problem area. 

Especially on the passage to Isla Isabela, we saw a lot of sealife. We had been seeing sea turtles all the way from 
Chamela, so they were nothing new. But there were now many whale sightings. The most spectacular was a huge 
white tail being held aloft, then slapped repeatedly on the water. My first response was "Oh, an albino whale!" 
But it was just the underside of a humpback, who seemed to be whiter and more radiant than average. The 
humpbacks seemed to be equally fond of rising head-first out of the water to view the scenery or raising the tail to 
smash it smartly on the water several times for overall effect. We saw many at close range, and at least an equal 
number further away, as a profile against the near horizon. There were always several of them. I also saw what I 
first thought was a pod of whales, but now I believe they were some sort of shark. They had a dorsal fin and a 
vertical tail fin too. They swam with a side to side motion of the tail vice up and down motion like the whales and 
dolphins. There were at least 3 of them together, and they were each more than 20 feet long. I remarked to Ed, 
who noted they were not breathing and so were not cetaceans. I thought sharks were more solitary, but these were 
clearly comfortable being near the boat and being near each other. Excuse me but I don't like sharks, except on 
my plate. 

We pulled the anchor next morning just before 3 a.m.. We motored carefully around Los Munos, using our radar 
image as a guide in the moonless darkness. We wanted to avoid the fish pens reported to be a mile or two to the 
east, figuring they would never show on the radar. But of course we wanted to avoid the reefs around Los Munos 
too. I watched the depth sounder with some horror as we skirted the rocky crags, but once the depth moved 
toward 50 feet I stopped worrying on that score. There were stars but also cloud cover so we kept the radar on 
until dawn brought more light. I took the first watch and kept myself awake by standing at the dodger peering 
over it the entire time. The passage was calm and windless, and we made Mazatlan Marina entrance by 5 p.m. 



The channel entrance is narrow and shallow, but better than the last time we left, when we had to share it with a 
dredge and its underpinnings. Ed had calculated the arrival to give us ample tide margin, but we still kept to the 
center of the channel and watched carefully as we negotiated the dog-leg turns. The office was already closed, but 
the guard staff was on the radio and happy to help us in. For some reason the Spanish conversation didn't clarify 
anything, but with lots of gesturing (and knowing the slip number we were looking for) we followed the guards' 
motions and pulled gingerly around a big Coronado with boomkin extension to tie up alongside in the double slip. 
We had a light dinner and fell into bed, happy to get a good night's sleep before tomorrow's big event, the last 
parade of Carnival. 

            

Our plan for watching the Carnaval parade was similar to the way I run the Redondo 10K: to do it in reverse. We 
wanted to eat a late lunch at the south end (the finish) of the parade course, then walk north until we had seen all 
the parade participants. And as it turned out, that was a smart thing to do, given we were not wanting to dance the 
night away at the finishline. 

Carnaval 2007: Preparations Pacifico (beer) was one of the sponsors, and their stands were everywhere along 
the parade route. Here is the biggest one near the finish line. There were three more within 100 feet, because 1) 
Mexicans drink a lot of beer and 2) it is the night of Mardi Gras. I shudder to think how much beer was put away 
that night. As we walked, we noted every little business and apartment along the parade route had a sign "Banos 5 
pesos". Potties 50 cents. Ahah, that is where the beer will go. They don't seem to have Porta-Potties as we have in 
the States for a big public event. No matter, this helps the GNP at the same time. The going rate at airports and 
bus stations is 3 pesos, so this wasn't even a fleecing. Just a service. And Mazatlan advertises their Mardi Gras as 
the third largest in the world. Rio is first, followed by New Orleans. But face it, New Orleans was probably 
smaller than Mazatlan this year. Maz has a population of 700,000 without the tourists, and I doubt poor New 
Orleans has recovered to that point yet. 



 

Further along the route, we noted a restaurant party spilling out onto the street. Their sign announced 10 beers for 
100 pesos. The band was warming up and the clientele was sure to have a good time. Only the tuba player was 
squeezed out. 



 

We finished lunch at 2, and the parade was to start at 4. So of course many of the plastic seats lining the route 
were empty. But as we neared the starting line, we encountered more people. 



                   

Finally we walked far enough north to encounter the start of the parade. We thought we would just sit there and 
watch the whole thing go by. The first two floats were sponsor floats. The Pacifico beer truck pulled alongside us 
and let his mega speakers blare. I realized this is a place for younger people who don't care about their eardrums. 
It was cute to see the pretty girls sitting on top of the truck, but there was little magic in the float overall. It was, 
after all, just a beer truck. Same for the second sponsor, the first class bus company (I don't even remember which 
one). Their float was a bus. Ta dah! I hoped this was not the overall pace of the parade. The music was loud but 
that was about it. 

 



I found the people‐watching more interesting. Here are some shots of the vendors I saw along the route. These 

are mostly the goods vendors, except the peanut and candy wheelbarrows. Notice the little 3‐ or 4‐year old 

helping Mom serve the customers. All of these transactions are for a few pesos each (It's roughly 11 pesos to the 

dollar) so even those with minimal income can afford the pleasure. 

 

It strikes me that the Mexican pace of food distribution is different from ours but equally effective (or perhaps 

more so). There are many little "cottage industry" food establishments. In town, each may or may not have what 

you want, but each carries a basic assortment of goods. The Abarrotes are little sundry food stores, and they 

cater to a family way which includes less emphasis on refrigeration (and grocery shopping more often in smaller 

increments). They are all over town, even inside the walled Colonias, the little neighborhoods defining the 

patchwork of the city living spaces. I wonder how they get their goods delivered, as virtually none of them have 

a loading dock, just a front door used by everybody, clients and distributors alike. Of similar size are the little 

fresh food vendors. Hot barbeque'd chickens are everywhere, and you can smell them browning as you walk 

down the street. Ditto fresh fruit liquados. Ditto fresh chopped fruit in a plastic cup. I believe they are all quite 

fresh, as all the vendors seem to have brisk business and quick turnover. Even in the buildings under 

construction, one or two plastic tables with 4 chairs each can spring up overnight. And someone brings in a little 

tent (literally "tienda" with a CocaCola awning) and at all hours you see some people eating the food cooked by 

a little Maria at the hotplate or grill powered by a visible canister of propane. Here one of the things I found 

intriguing was a roasted corn stall. First we saw the one with no corn yet, then right next to it the one doing 

brisk business. 

 

 

 



            

            

As we walked up the line of floats, we began to see more enthusiasm and creativity. They really got into the 

spirit of Rio de Janiero, who has the number one Carnival in the world, the model all the others imitate. I 

realized all the music was a Mexican version of Rio music, and the costumes, makeup, and float design all 

evoked that magic, make‐believe world of masks and costumes, dancing and revelry, and a drive to enjoy the 



current moment to the max. Those little wire stands are the supports for live people so they can rest a little over 

the course of the parade. 

        

                                         



The children were as cute as the floats. Here are a few, both in and out of the performer role, enjoying 

themselves. 

 

                   

I was delighted to see a little Old Power here. They had the Parade Queen from 25 years ago and the one from 

50 years ago. And the 1957 Queen was still quite pretty, although she has to be pushing seventy. Here are the 

few shots I got, including a group of oldies. In a nation where the average age is quite low and few older women 

are seen on the streets (by a tourist, anyway), a modest show of appreciation is a welcome thing. 

The one thing I really missed was a better knowledge of Spanish. There was no program, not even a float list in 

the newspaper. Each float had its own sign "as appropriate" on the towing vehicle. And of course some of them 

must have thought no sign was appropriate. The marching groups, too, had little identification that we 

understood. Anyway, we knew we were often missing the point. But it was fun nonetheless. 

 

 



                  

I caught one sequence where a major pretty face (queen perhaps) was on the ground messing about, then had 

to get back to the top of the float to her assigned position. A fellow had a very crude wooden flat ladder, which 

he leaned against the bed of the truck so she could climb up. She must have had 4" high heels, and still wearing 

them, she climbed to the first level. The helper then moved the flimsy ladder to the next level and again helped 

her climb to her perch. I wondered why she did not take off her shoes for the climb. It would have reduced her 

risk of a broken leg. Clearly she wanted those shoes for the dancing frenzy to follow the end of the parade. Why 

else wear extreme footwear when your feet are so high above the crowd's heads that they will never be seen? 

One of her fellow performers was busy primping through this climbing sequence, and I caught that too. 

 



 

Here are some of the "way far out" groups I liked. The first, a group of brujos or witches, was a Huichol folkloric 

group, I think native dancers from the mountain areas. The group walked rather than danced, and looked pretty 

spooky to me. There were disciples of Hogwart's (thank you, Harry Potter), random witches and wizards, 

dancers and marchers. I even saw Miss Barstow, who was clearly delighted to see "somebody from home". All in 

all they seemed to be having a good time. Of course we missed some of the excitement by walking past the start 

line. But I enjoyed seeing the in‐process preparations as much as the final performances. We caught candy 

thrown by some of the float folks and didn't even get blisters from the 3 mile walk. Once past the malecon, the 

main beachside boulevard, we caught a bus back to the marina to re‐hydrate and put our feet up. 



                                 

Our stopover in Mazatlan was just to enjoy the place again, and to wait for a weather window for the passage 

over to La Paz. So the next web installment will continue the ongoing saga of Cindy, Ed, and Ashes on the good 

ship Mal de Mer. 

 


